Detecting population outliers and null alleles in linkage data: application to GAW12 asthma studies.
Error-checking procedures are essential to ensure accurate and powerful linkage analysis. Genotype information across families can be used to identify non-amplification of alleles (null alleles) and between-family population sub-structuring, which can result in loss of power in linkage studies if undetected. Methods to identify population outlier individuals and null alleles are applied to genotype data from two asthma genome searches (German and CSGA) available from Genetic Analysis Workshop 12. Two clear population outliers are observed in the German data set, with further evidence of population sub-structuring. In the CSGA data, a significant excess of homozygous individuals is found at D8S1106, suggestive of a null allele at this marker with an estimated frequency of 0.17 (African-American) and 0.20 (Caucasian).